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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses a process of designing and implementing a graphical user

interface (GUI) for an XML browser. The process consists of four steps: a) a

concept of a multimedia browser for television is de�ned; b) the GUI requirements

are de�ned; c) a prototype is designed and tested with multimedia authoring tools;

and d) �nally, the prototype is implemented, which is done in Java, and integrated

with an existing XML browser. The result is a browser application that can be run

on digital television.
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1 Introduction

Until now, most of the software applica-

tions have been developed for desktop de-

vices with keyboards, mice, and monitors

as standard input and output devices. Re-

cent developments have introduced a need

for developing and converting software for

di�erent types of devices. Examples of

these devices are PDAs, mobile phones,

and digital television set-top-boxes. These

devices expand computing to new environ-

ments where traditional desktop comput-

ers do not go.

In this paper, we seek a solution for dis-

playing media-rich content for the emerg-

ing digital television broadcasting needs.

Media-rich content could be super tele-

text, web browsing, or commercials. In

an ideal situation, all this content can be

distributed in the same format and viewed

with the same application.

Extensible Markup Language [Bray98]

(XML) is a structural document descrip-

tion language that is independent of its

presentation. \XML is the key enabling

technology for the next generation of data-

intensive enterprise applications on the

Web." [Zurek97] Being independent of

presentation, XML is especially useful for

delivering the same content for di�erent

devices.

Previously, XML has been used in digi-

tal television for a speci�c super teletext

Java application [Vuori00a]. In the paper,

they concluded that \XML can be used in

digital television text TV services". They

also predicted that \In the future, set-

top-boxes will very likely have their own

browsers, which can even be XML based."



2 Aim of the Study

Nowadays a web browser is an impor-

tant channel for information in desktop

computers. Some media-rich content that

is distributed through web-sites already

competes with TV. It is very propable,

that this kind of content, e.g., short

movies and music, will also be viewed with

a TV in the future. For this reason, we

wanted to see how a browser could be �t-

ted in digital TV. We tried to follow the

future digital televion standards.

We used Java as the implementation lan-

guage. It was used, because the stan-

dards of many future multimedia devices

promise support for Java. Set-top-boxes

are not an exception; the Digital Video

Broadcasting (DVB) speci�cation states

that European set-top-boxes will have a

Java Virtual Machine [DVB00]. The DVB

has de�ned a framework called the Multi-

media Home Platform (MHP), which de-

�nes a set of classes that can be used to

make applications for set-top-boxes.

We had access to a Java based XML

browser called X-Smiles 1 [Vuori00b]. It

has been developed in the GO-MM project

at Helsinki University of Technology. The

browser is intended for di�erent devices

supporting Java. It has a modular GUI

part, which makes it possible to bundle

di�erent GUIs, for di�erent devices, using

the same core module. The digital TV

GUI was the �rst device speci�c user in-

terface that was designed for it. Apart

from designing this one GUI, we were also

developing a process, that could possibly

be used to design browser GUIs for other

multimedia devices.

The process we used in developing the user

interface is quite a common one. It is a

fuzzy set of steps to create a product, it-

erating from the concept to the �nal prod-

1The X-Smiles browser is available as open

source at www.x-smiles.org

uct. A Similar process can also be found in

many user interface design related books:

Step 1. The �rst step is to de�ne the con-

cept of the product.

Step 2. The requirements and contraints

are listed based on the concept, user

interviews, case scenarios, and the

environment in which the product is

to be used.

Step 3. A GUI is designed iteratively.

A prototype is designed and eval-

uated for usability aspects, system

constraints, and the requirements de-

�ned earlier.

Step 4. The product is implemented. In

an object-oriented world, this is also

an iterative process. The usual steps

are analysis, implementation, and

testing.

3 Concept and Requirements

3.1 Concept

As said earlier, the idea was to make a

XML browser for TV use. The concept of

a browser for television is already familiar

to many people. There are several solu-

tions for web browsing with a TV (e.g.,

OpenTV Device Mosaic [OpenT00]), but

they do not take full advantage of the new

emerging XML standards.

Anybody using television in the future will

be a potential user of a browser. This im-

plies that users will have di�erent levels of

technical skills. Because of this, we tried

to make the GUI more simpli�ed, com-

pared to normal desktop browsers, still

maintaining as much similarity with ex-

isting browsers.



3.2 Constraints

The NorDig speci�cation [NorDi00] is a

standard for future Scandinavian digital

TV devices. It de�nes the minimum capa-

bilities of input and output devices. They

were the basis of our system speci�c con-

straints.

The input device can be an infrared key-

board, but not mandatory. Usually, it will

be a remote control. The most important

buttons that can be used by applications

are the four color coded buttons, the ar-

row buttons, and an ok.

Because the resolution of TV is not the

best possible (minimum of 720x576 ac-

cording to the NorDig speci�cations), the

size of the fonts has to be large enough.

Otherwise, the onscreen text will be hard

or even impossible to read.

The TV screen is also di�erent than

a normal computer monitor. The dis-

play is viewed from a much longer dis-

tance, it ickers, and the color depth

is less. There are some color combi-

nations which enhance clarity and there

are also some which dramatically reduce

it [Darby97]. In designing the user in-

terface, there should be clear on screen

cues which resemble the buttons of the re-

mote [DalyJ00].

The physical environment of TV is usu-

ally the living room. A digital TV can be

thought to be more of an entertainment

center, than a tool. A study on television

usage behaviors conducted by Logan et

al. [Logan95] showed, that \TV can pro-

vide a forum within the home for people

to sit down together and share daily ex-

periences." There results imply that op-

erating a TV browser should not use too

much mental resources, as the user might

be doing something else at the same time.

3.3 Requirements

We used several common techniques to

come up with the requirements. These in-

cluded mapping of the user groups, their

needs, goals, and the physical environ-

ment of use. We also wrote imaginative

scenarios, studied existing solutions, and

researched the terminology related with

document browsing.

To keep our browser simular with ex-

isting solutions, we incorporated exist-

ing needs and goals from users of tele-

text and desktop web browsers to our

requirements. These included Go Back-

ward/Forward, Follow link, and Type in

URL. We also chose to incorporate exis-

ing terminology for browsing.

The tasks related with information re-

trieval and browsing are broad. One

may want to read the news, watch a

short movie, or maybe do some on-line

shopping. By writing down these kinds

of imaginative scenarious and analysing

them, we tested the requirements. In the

process we found more requirements, such

as the Feedback, that is described later.

3.4 Use Cases

We listed the requirements and gave each

one a name. In an object oriented termi-

nology, they are called use cases [Fowle97].

Every use case de�nes a one or more re-

quirements for the GUI. The purpose of

the rather unformal use cases was to give

a direction to follow in designing and test-

ing the user interface.

The most important requirements from

the user point of view are: Accessibility,

Bookmarks, and Feedback. Because text

input is diÆcult, there has to be some

kind of a portal, where the user can start

o� browsing. Managing and adding book-

marks is also important, since following a



link is much more convenient than enter-

ing a long hard URL with diÆcult text

input methods. The following use cases

are listed in a supposed priority order:

Go backward/forward There must be

some way to navigate backward and

forward between pages. This is one of

the most basic idea of web browsing.

The backward/forward functionality

must be easy to access, since it is used

very often.

Feedback As the TV is more distant to

the user than a computer, there has

to be more cues, which inform the

user and give feedback on what the

browser is doing.

Follow link XML o�ers a way to hyper-

link documents. Basically follow link

will mean the traditional web-based

follow link functionality, even though

XML o�ers more complex ways of

linking documents. Follow link is also

an often used task.

Status The user should know of which

state the browser is in. In addition

to this, the user should also be given

a title or URL of the page that is cur-

rently open.

Scroll up/down There must be some

way to scroll content, if it doesn't

�t the screen. One possibility would

also be, to require the content to �t

into the screen, thus avoiding annoy-

ing scrolling of content.

Accessibility There has to be some

home page, which o�ers access to the

most often browsed pages. It can be

a portal combined with a bookmark-

ing system.

Bookmarks Because the TV environ-

ment o�ers only a poor URL input

possibilities, there must be an eÆ-

cient bookmarking system. It should

also be possible to create and manage

sections. This can be achieved with a

simple local document which all the

bookmarked URLs.

Type in URL There must be some way

to manually type in an address for

the browser, even though it will not

be used so often in the TV environ-

ment.

Exit browser There must be an easy

way out|there must also be a possi-

blity to keep the browser in the back-

ground and toggle between the TV

picture and the browser.

Transparency There should be a possi-

bility to cover only part of the TV

screen with the browser window.

4 Design Phase

4.1 Methods

The actual prototype development began

with drawing di�erent imaginative views

of the browser. We tried di�erent compo-

nents that were TV friendly and could also

accomplish the di�erent use cases. Af-

ter exploring di�erent solutions with pa-

per prototypes, we came up with a design

that worked together and would be fairly

easy to use. We also made a partly inter-

active version of the �nal prototype and

did some usability testing with it.

The tools that were used in the prototyp-

ing phase were typical multimedia author-

ing tools. The components and the proto-

type were designed with a vector graph-

ics tool (i.e., Adobe Illustrator). It of-

fers good scalability of drawn components.

The layering also makes it easy to try out

di�erent views of the GUI. Macromedia

Director was used to create the interactive

prototype.



The usability tests that we conducted in

the design phase on the prototype were

small. Usually, one or two people giv-

ing their comments to explicit questions,

such as: \Can you read the text here?"

or \How would you add this page to the

bookmarks?". The main idea was to test

whether the user interface could be used

in the way that it was de�ned. In the be-

ginning, prototypes were tested on paper.

More thorough usability tests were done

on the �nal interactive prototype with a

TV connected to a PC and a remote con-

trol.

Figure 1: The XML/Java browser

user interface. The content area in

the middle represents a TV portal.

The lower area is the browser frame.

We came up with a design that is shown

in Figure 1. The browser resembles a nor-

mal browser in some sense. It has simi-

lar components, but the graphics are more

simpli�ed and there is less information on

the screen.

4.2 Functionality

The remote control buttons that are used

for navigation are the arrow buttons, the

color buttons, and the ok button. The

arrow buttons left and right go back and

forward; up and down moves the highlight

to the next link or page. The ok button

follows a link, or activates controls of mul-

timedia components, such as play or stop.

The color buttons open either a menu, go

home, or exit the browser. There are four

color button cues telling which function

the button on the remote will invoke. The

text �eld serves as a multipurpose status-

bar, telling what the browser is doing and

which page is currently open. On the right

side of the statusbar, there is a little box,

which animates when the browser is load-

ing some page. The red and green but-

ton both bring up a menu, from which

the other seldomly used functions can be

accessed. The colors of the cues are in

the following order: red and green for the

menus, yellow for home and blue for exit.

All the components are shown in Figure 2.

The numbers correspond to the following

list:

1. Main Menu Arrow keys scroll up

and down. OK key activates the se-

lection.

2. Highlight A surrounding rectangle

informs the user, which link or func-

tionality is active. The arrow keys up

and down change it's position. This

is similar to the textbased browser

Lynx. The ok button follows a link

or activates the seleection.

3. Con�guration Menu This is similar

to the main menu, but the user can

also toggle the items in the menu.

4. Content Area All the documents

will be rendered in this window. No

scrollbars are used, the content is dis-

played page by page.

5. Arrow This component does not con-

tain any functionality. An arrow

ashes to visualize the Go Back and

Go Forward functions.

6. Animator An animator is something

that most browsers have. It visually



indicates that the browser is busy do-

ing something.

7. Statusbar The text �eld functions a

statusbar. It tells the user which

page is open and what the browser

is doing.

8. Lower Bar The color�ll circle com-

bined with a label indicates which

functions are launched with the color

buttons of the remote control. Sim-

ilar components have been used in

many applications designed for TV

usage.

Figure 2: The components that

were designed. Most components

are already familiar from TV user

interfaces. The numbers correspond

to the numbers in the list of compo-

nents.

5 Implementation

The browser, for which we designed the

GUI, is called X-Smiles. It is writ-

ten purely in Java and it supports the

new emerging document description stan-

dards. It has support for Formatting

Objects, Synchronized Multimedia Inter-

change Language, and Scalable Vector

Graphics.

A simplistic model of the browser,

shown in Figure 3, contains three es-

sential classes: Browser, UIBridge,

and XSmilesUI. Browser contains all of

the core functionality of the browser.

UIBridge is a handler, which delegates in-

formation between Browser and the GUI.

XSmilesUI is an interface for the GUIs.

The implementation is based on a design

pattern called the bridge pattern which is

intended especially for situations where a

class (i.e., the GUI in this case) can be

swapped on the y [Gamma94].

Figure 3: The most important

classes related with the GUI. The

UIBridge is the agent, which del-

egates information between the

Browser and the GUI that is cho-

sen.

To build the GUI, we needed a set of

GUI components. The MHP speci�es

some user interface components for TV

(i.e., MHP-HAVi components), but there

were no known implementations or de-

signs for them. The MHP states that \Al-

ternatively, applications can derive cus-

tom widgets by subclassing the HAVi wid-

gets, using the abstract widget frame-

work, or by employing Java's Lightweight

User Interface Framework." [DVB00] The

Lightweight User Interface Framework of-

fers a way to implement custom user in-

terface components. In this case, this was

what we did.



Custom lightweight components have

to extend either the Component or

Container class. The component has to

be drawn using methods of the Graphics

class. In most cases, it is also wise to

have some sort of double bu�ering to avoid

ickering.

6 Usability tests

Preliminary informal usability tests were

conducted to �nd how user friendly the

GUI was. The tests were carried out with

20-28 year old english speaking testees fa-

miliar with web browsing. The tasks pre-

sented to the testees, were based on the

use cases listed in the requirements. In

the tests, the subjects were able to per-

form most of the tasks, but there were also

a few problems in the design and in the

implementation.

One of the problems in the design was the

use case \Typing in URL". We designed

an input �eld, but it couldn't be used

with the normal remote control. A mo-

bile phone type of text insert could have

been used, but we didn't implement it in

the prototype. In any case, inserting text

is a bit annoying.

7 Conclusion

The �nal digital TV browser is shown in

Figure 4. First, the requirements were de-

�ned. Then the GUI was designed itera-

tively with multimedia authoring tools.

The Java lightweight component frame-

work made it possible to create exactly

the kind of user interface components de-

signed. They were implemented with the

basic Java drawing functions and had dou-

ble bu�ering to avoid ickering.

During the study, knowledge was gained in

general on making interfaces for exotic de-

Figure 4: A Picture of the �nal

browser GUI that was implemented.

A prototype of an EPG is shown

vices. With a similar process it would be

possible to make browser user interfaces

also for handheld or wearable computers.

8 Discussion

In this study, our goal was to make a pro-

totype of an XML browser for TV. More

research should be done to map possible

uses of the browser. The future broadcast-

ing stream will, for sure, include di�erent

kinds of documents. What kind of services

can be o�ered with the browser? Di�erent

possibilities include commercials, interac-

tive shopping, questionnaires, and web

content. The browser and network con-

nectivity also o�ers possibilities for totally

new formats of TV programs.

Will the network connection be one-way?

If not, how fast does the connection have

to be, to ensure painless browsing?

We did not include a possibility for text

input with a remote control, even though

there are di�erent possible ways to imple-

ment it. Which would be the best device

for text input: a remote or a IR keyboard?



There are many questions still left open

considering the use of a browser in the TV

environment. One thing is for sure|there

will be a browser in many appliances of

the future, and TV is not an exception.
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